Louisa Wendorff
How did an unknown artist hit #1 on the Billboard Charts?

Social Media Case Study

Introduction
Chart Positions: #1 Billboard Heatseekers
Chart, #2 iTunes Singer/Songwriter Chart, #20
iTunes Album Chart.
When we sat down with Louisa’s team, our
initial plan was to crack the top 10 on iTunes
Singer-Songwriter Charts.
As we mentioned in our ebook, if you’re going to
aim for an iTunes’ Chart, you’ve a much higher
chance in the Singer-Songwriter category than
you have in the Pop category where you can
need up to 10 times the sales to hit Top 10.

Louisa’s Chart Strategy
Louisa used a chartbreaker package from Ditto Music. We set her up with a 6 week pre-release period alongside
iTunes Instant Gratification and our PR and Social Media Team were given a target of a Top 10 iTunes placement.

Brand Overhaul
The first task was to build a consecutive brand with Louisa’s image.
It’s complicated to go through all the tactics we used for the social
media campaign, but here are some basic rules you should always
follow. This is a before and after of Louisa’s Social Banners with
some strategy explanation.
Profile Photo
Remember your profile photo will be seen in news feeds. It’s well
known in advertising that eye contact is crucial for getting all
important ‘click through’. So, on the left hand side we chose a faceon photo of Louisa with full eye contact. Our click through rates
doubled overnight. Have you thought of changing your profile
photo? Just changing the photo will increase click throughs.
Banner
Remember to keep your latest offer highlighted on your Banner.
This is free advertising space you can update as often as you want.
With Louisa, of course, we highlighted her pre-release campaign
and then her release campaign.

Social Media Basics: What you need to know
These are the essentials you NEED to introduce. Building your fan base on solid foundations is KEY to
creating a great relationship with your fans and then turning this into sales. Later on I’ll tell you just HOW
Louisa went from being an unknown artist to hitting Number 1 on Billboard.
But first, how many of these tips have you introduced into your social media?
1. Use a Call To Action
Don’t forget to tell people exactly what you want them to
do. If you’re telling them about your new website make
sure you post a link. If you want them to ‘Like’ your post
tell them. “click like if you agree” is an easy way to instantly
triple your likes.
2. Schedule in advance
Instead of just throwing up Facebook status changes
when you think of them, why not come up with some
ideas in advance? Make sure you have next week’s status
planned out by Friday afternoon and you’ll be ready for the
week ahead.
3. Be brief and have an impact
Studies show most people check Facebook while multitasking. Whether that’s watching TV, out at a bar or
something else, your post is unlikely to get 100% of their
attention. This means you have to be brief and make your

point fast.
4. Ask Questions!
Asking questions is a fantastic way to generate
discussions on your Facebook Page. Keeping fans involved
in everything from artwork to which tracks to choose will
keep them invested in your release and included in your
journey.
5. Invest in Facebook ads.
Facebook ads are here to stay. If you spend some time
with your Facebook ads and target the right demographics
you should be able to get some new fans for just a few
cents. Stick to an audience of around 10,000 for each new
ad and choose Recommended Likes. Your click throughs
will always be higher if you advertise to Friends of Friends.

The Countdown
Don’t think that posting on release day is
enough to make fans purchase your release.
For Louisa’s campaign we used a 16 Day
Countdown: colourful images mixed with song
lyrics mixed with a strong countdown message.
Generally people need to see something on
social media several times before they make a
purchase so don’t feel like you’re annoying your
fans. Just create great engaging content that
adds value to their newsfeed.

The Big Idea
Initially Louisa went straight into the iTunes Singer-Songwriter
Charts at Number 7. This was an amazing result. Our PR team
helped secured Louisa primetime coverage in magazines
like ‘Sugar’ and ‘Pop Scoop’ which attracted many new
fans. But it was a small trick that got Louisa worldwide
coverage and meant over 17 million Youtube plays, magazine
coverage everywhere from Cosmopolitan to Time Magazine
and an appearance at the 2015 Grammy Red Carpet on E!
Entertainment. So what was it that propelled Louisa into the
spotlight overnight?
Louisa wanted Taylor Swift to hear her Youtube mash up of
Swift’s songs “Blank Space” and “Style.” With Swift having 52
million Twitter followers, this was not an easy prospect. Louisa
had just over 1000 fans at the time. Using her small fan base
Louisa looked for when Swift was online and arranged for all of
her fans to Tweet Swift a link to Louisa’s cover version.
I don’t recommend Tweeting out links to people as it’s a well
know fact that establishing relationships over social media is
key to driving sales. But in this case it worked brilliantly. Taylor
saw the Tweets and the result was her Tweeting out Louisa’s
video as well as posting it on her Facebook page.

The Big Idea
Sales of Louisa’s EP were directly impacted by the new
exposure. She hit Number 1 on Billboard Heatseekers and
Number 2 on iTunes as well as reaching Number 20 on the
overall iTunes Album Chart.
Sometimes the simplest ideas are the ones that work.
Louisa’s initial work of building up 1000 fans was key for
this project. Ditto’s work with Louisa’s team in creating
a strong brand provided a solid foundation so when she
received this sudden boost, everything was in place to
capitalise at the right time.
What ideas have you thought of to attract attention? How
are you doing with attracting your first 1000 fans?
Ditto Music provide social strategies for some of the
biggest artists and brands in the world. For more
information on how our Social Media Team can help you,
click here!
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